Sevastopol, since becoming a part of independent Ukraine in 1991 (and part of the Ukrainian SSSR for decades before) has consistently and overwhelmingly voted for proRussian candidates in each national election. While many political commentators have noted the demographics of predominately Russian speakers and the presence of the Russian fleet in the ports to explain recent voting patterns, we must also take note of postwar myth creation. World War II brought a lengthy siege and occupation, 97 percent destruction, and inhumane living conditions to the city, but this period of war and its aftermath laid the Sevastopol's naval past became usable to city planners seeking to inculcate local identification in a postwar population that as often as not came from outside the region. The hagiographies developed during and after the war located the population in a city that was imperative to the very survival of the country. The past gave meaning and purpose to the future and sought to justify the sacrifices both of the war and the postwar rebuilding period.
foundation for today's Russian-focused city. Sevastopol's vital naval infrastructure made it an essential target, not only for Nazi forces, but also for Soviet agitators and urban planners.
Sevastopol's naval past became usable to city planners seeking to inculcate local identification in a postwar population that as often as not came from outside the region. The hagiographies developed during and after the war located the population in a city that was imperative to the very survival of the country. The past gave meaning and purpose to the future and sought to justify the sacrifices both of the war and the postwar rebuilding period.
Sevastopol has a long history of monuments to local military history, but when central authorities tried to recast the city's urban biography as an exemplary Soviet city, it ran afoul of municipal and naval officials who chose to highlight a deeper Russian history and thereby forge a localized mythology. How this happened is the point of this article.
Creating Meaning from Sevastopol's Past
The near endless tales of heroes were important for the path of urban reconstruction after the war, but they had precedents in the previous century. The young soldier-journalist Lev Tolstoy described the character of the city and its residents during the Crimean War (1853-56):
The chief thing is the happy conviction that you carry away with you-the conviction that Sevastopol cannot be taken, and not only that it cannot be taken, but that it is impossible to shake the spirit of the Russian people anywhere-and you have seen this impossibility not in the numerous traverses of breastworks, and winding trenches, mines, and guns piled one upon the other without rhyme or reason, as it seemed to you, but in the eyes, the speech, the mannerisms, and in what is termed the spirit of the defenders of Sevastopol. Children were supposed to show loyalty to the state and Party as modeled by Pavlik Morozov, who denounced his parents as enemies of the people and thus made himself an orphan and then martyr for Soviet progress. 5 The individual feats and great sacrifices of Stakhanov, Morozov and countless others like mountain climbers and arctic explorers were motivated, we were told, by their party mindedness and a love for the larger political Golubets risked his life to throw bombs overboard before they exploded in the fire and wreaked havoc on the Soviet ships docked nearby. Maria Baida transformed herself from nurse to soldier after she saw the suffering of the men to whom she tended. The tale of the Agitational spaces were only the classroom for educating the public about the city's history and traditions; people had to be instructed in how to "read" and understand the museums and memorials. Architects, therefore, began to focus on crafting a "local" form rather than something that was inherently "national." If new residents could gain a stronger tie to a "hometown" (rodnoi gorod), they could develop an emotional attachment to the city and might be willing to work an "unparalleled dual" as they destroyed sixteen tanks by themselves. In Chebaniuk's favorite phrase, they "fulfilled their debt" to the USSR as they fought to their death. 45 
Conclusion
This brief sketch has sought to show an evolution that, in general, moved from 1) the military reflecting on its past in monuments, journalism, and film to 2) local city planning that changed the topography and toponyms of Sevastopol that hearkened back to preRevolutionary heroism to 3) local guidebook authors who wrote for a local, national, and now international audience and thereby disseminated the myth of Sevastopol more broadly.
Although some elements have changed over time, the various mythmakers focused on the myth of Sevastopol as a Russian and naval city and highlighted the city's local heroes and contributions to the national narrative of strength, sacrifice, and fortitude. 53 Klim Kostner, "Mazepa? Velikii? Nam put; ozarit?" Slava Sevastopolia, 21 May 2008.
54 "Fleet Gives Russia Crimean Clout", BBC News, 12 February 2008. 55 Williams, "Ribbon Cut on a New Crimean War," 13.
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Although it might appear to be counter-intuitive, local identification and the construction of myths also were strategies of re-imposing central authority. Disoriented and homeless citizens needed somewhere to root themselves after a traumatic era so that they could contribute to the Soviet state in a controlled and organized manner. As long as an urban biography showed the unique local role in service to the state, then the process of local The "city of glory" was not a community that appeared organically. Instead, it was carefully crafted and created into an "imagined" or "invented" community whose mythology could easily merge national and local identifications. Sevastopol serves as a reminder that imagined communities can be both local and national at the same time. Local mythologies are 26 also made and remade.
